YOUR VOICE FOR ADVOCACY

Your membership with TAHU helps ensure Texas agents have a strong and united voice in Austin. TAHU and its legislative team protect your interests at the Capitol by working closely with legislators and staff. Through TAHU, you will have the opportunity to participate in the organization’s grassroots network, attend the annual “Day at the Capitol” and make a difference at critical points in the legislative process.

YOUR LINK TO BREAKING INDUSTRY NEWS

During this time of transition, TAHU keeps its members current on breaking news on healthcare reform and other key insurance issues. Your membership also supports the association’s media efforts to reinforce the value of agents and direct consumers to local TAHU members for assistance.

YOUR PLACE TO NETWORK AND CONNECT

Your TAHU membership connects you to a network of other agents across Texas. Your membership also provides the opportunity to attend TAHU’s annual conference that includes insightful presentations, speakers and educational courses. TAHU membership also allows you access to the TAHU café, a members-only online exchange for sharing best practices and resources.

YOUR ASSOCIATION FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

With educational seminars planned throughout the year, TAHU provides access to outstanding speakers and seminars at the local chapter and state meetings, at little or no cost. Through TAHU, you can gain certification as an expert in the small group insurance market (SGS). TAHU’s annual meeting provides members a variety of continuing education (CE) opportunities across a range of relevant topics.

YOUR ACCESS TO EXCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND DISCOUNTS

As a TAHU member, you become part of exclusive state and national databases that allow consumers to search for agents in their area. TAHU membership also provides:

- Discounts on services, products, and information through the TAHU group purchasing program
- A subscription to TAHU News, the association’s quarterly publication

Texas Association of Health Underwriters (TAHU) is a state trade association representing licensed health insurance agents, brokers, consultants and benefit professionals who serve the health insurance needs of consumers and employers seeking health insurance coverage. TAHU is a state chapter of the National Association of Health Underwriters.

WWW.TAHU.ORG
“Joining my fellow agents at the Capitol gave me a more complete understanding of how important TAHU’s work in Austin is for me and our industry.”

Lonnie Klene
Houston

“Through TAHU, I have a network of agents that I can contact for advice and support.”

Luann Yarberry
Wichita Falls

“The updates TAHU provides ensures I stay on top of industry news and developments during this transformational time.”

Justin Holland
San Antonio

“The savings I generate from the TAHU group purchasing discounts almost pays for the cost of membership.”

Patrick Skinner
Dallas

“I make the most out of the TAHU Annual Conference educational sessions, while having the time to interact with my colleagues. The courses and instructors are informative and interesting.”

Laura Hebert
Corpus Christi